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MISSION AND CORE
VALUES
Located along the Rio Grande Valley with the
Sandia Mountains in the distance, bordered by the
“bosque” (“forest” in Spanish) of Albuquerque, lies
Bosque School. The setting of the school creates a
learning environment of unparalleled value, beauty,
and usefulness. The word “magical” is used to
describe the unique opportunities—as well as the
physical environment--that students enjoy on the
Bosque campus.

Founded in 1994, Bosque School has a welldefined mission and purpose:
To prepare young men and women to
become lifelong learners with the highest
character values and academic goals in a
natural New Mexico setting with strong
family and community involvement.
Students, faculty and staff and parents regularly
cite the Core Values of the school, even
in casual conversation: Scholarship,
Community, and Integrity, translated on
the Bosque website into Conocimiento,
Communidad, y Integridad, reflecting the
richly multicultural nature of the Bosque
and Albuquerque population.

To learn more about
Bosque School:

www.bosq ueschool.org
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THE PROGRAM
The program at Bosque is distinctive, relevant, and
intentional. It is distinctive for its commitment to
critical thinking, original research, and rigor. It is
relevant for its student-centered approach in which
every student is challenged to find personal
engagement and meaning. It is intentional and
aligned to the newly penned Academic Mission
statement, the educational approach used from the
school’s founding:

thinking skills and then to demonstrate their work
in a public forum.” Bosque teachers hold
themselves to high standards to assure their
students and themselves that the program aligns
with the values they have adopted. It is truly
impressive.
A flavor of the inquiry-based, experiential learning
experiences at Bosque:

“At Bosque School, we design learning experiences
to inspire students to explore challenging concepts
and ideas and to be daring in their pursuit of deep
understanding. Our academic program is grounded in
inquiry and prizes curiosity, creativity, and critical
thinking. Decisions about content and pedagogy
reflect the diverse and changing world in which we
live and offer a pathway to discover individual
passions and how to live ethically in the world.”
Many schools aspire to programs with these tenets.
Bosque makes it happen. Students in the middle and
upper school programs engage in capstone inquiry
projects that require them “to combine content
knowledge across academic disciplines with rigorous
2

•

All students engage in capstone inquiry
experiences at the end of 8th grade and 12th
grade. Seniors explore a topic of their
choice, read and research the topic, write a
25+ page thesis and present their findings,
in a public forum, with an audience that
includes peers, parents, faculty and staff,
and members of the community. Students
and parents alike laud the depth and
confidence in writing that Bosque students
acquire.

•

Students in both middle and upper school
submit their research findings to local
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agencies and University of New
Mexico (UNM) as data for
published academic research
projects. Wildlife Biology and
Conservation (WBC) in the
Upper School is a field-based
course where students
participate in actual wildlife
research and conservation
biology and present their
original research findings at
professional scientific
meetings.
•

Through Watershed Watch, students
increase their understanding of water
quality, river ecology, and fisheries
health through hands-on science in
real-world contact. Students are
involved in environmental studies that
address critical water issues in local
regions; they practice “citizen science.”

•

Bosque has led the way in sponsoring
and participating in one of the very few
Spanish-speaking Model United Nations
(MUN) conferences in the country.
Bosque students are remarkable for their
ability to speak Spanish fluently.

•

Students engage in experiential learning
every year through a program called
Winterim which offers students experiential
opportunities such as exploring the Sonoran
Desert, touring New York art galleries,
swimming with the manatees, or canoeing Big
Bend, among other choices.

•

Forty students a year participate in an
Intercultural Exchange Program with a sister
school in Mexico City, Colegio Reina Elizabeth
School, by hosting a student in their home or
traveling to Mexico City to stay with a host
family.
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Service learning and leadership training are
built into the program so that students can
understand deeply what is required to interact
with the community and to become leaders.

bring in schools and multiple other
organizations for monthly pedagogical
discussions valuable to educators, Pre-K
through university levels.

Bosque is also committed to cultural competency, and
there is a significant commitment to the work around
diversity, equity, and inclusivity in the community.
Teams of students and faculty attend the NAIS People
of Color conference each year. There is serious
attention to the awarding of financial aid and the effort
to support socioeconomic diversity in the school.
Professional development supports the understanding
and depth of practice for diversity work at Bosque.
Community engagement is another important
component of the Bosque program:
•

The School hosts the Horizons Program that serves
underrepresented young people through summer
programs and enrichment days during the school
year. Designated a model Horizons program,
Bosque has hosted the national meeting of
Horizons schools.

•

The School also provides a center for teacher
professional development, The Sofia Center. Over
200 schools and other organizations have
benefitted from the work of the Center, which
provides a robust program of professional
development experiences for the Bosque faculty as
well as local schools and organizations. Programs

•

Along with the University of New Mexico,
Bosque School co-directs the Bosque
Ecosystem Monitoring Program (BEMP)—to
engage up to 10,000 students across New
Mexico in monitoring over 350 miles of the Rio
Grande’s watershed. BEMP student-collected
data informs multi-million-dollar management
decisions of the Rio Grande and its riverside
forest. Bosque School students are at the heart
of this work.

•

About 20% of Bosque students become New
Mexico licensed emergency medical responders
in the school’s Medical Reserve Corps (MRC).
Working under physician medical control, MRC
students provide ongoing and urgent medical
care to Bosque School students and community
members. Through the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, those students use their
skills in Albuquerque and beyond for special
events and in time of natural disasters.

The program at Bosque has content strengths
across the board, from the visual, music, and
performing arts to the sciences and writing, as well
as robust athletic offerings that engage a significant
majority of students. Demanding Spanish language
classes, conducted in the target language, as well
as required Latin are key parts of the program. The
school is committed to the whole child, and there is
laudable depth and breadth in the student
experience.
Learn more about the Bosque academic program
here.
Learn more about Bosque School at:
http://www.bosqueschool.org
Learn more about New Mexico at:
https://www.newmexico.org/
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THE COMMUNITY
At Bosque, there is a deep sense of belonging to a
community where people care about each other.
Comments abound: “Deeply embedded culture of
kindness pervades all constituencies,” “We are here
to support one another,” “A warm and welcoming
community.”
Stud en ts: Students at Bosque are articulate,
engaging, enthusiastic, and talented. They appreciate
their school: “The community bonds, talented
teachers and staff, and the commitment to academic
excellence make Bosque School unique.” In a long list
of positives about Bosque, students cite service
learning, the environmental “citizen science”
programs, the Senior Colloquium, the “brilliant
performing arts program and fantastic humanities
department,” STEM and the robotics programs, and
“the strong sense of community” as important
elements of their experiences at Bosque. Students at
Bosque engage—at school and in the broader
community.

or leading initiatives. Parents describe the
teachers as “amazingly skilled” and “caring.”
Teachers appreciate the opportunity to
collaborate and there is extraordinary collegiality
among the faculty and staff.
Pa rents : The parents at Bosque appreciate the
deep care and concern with which faculty
embrace and educate their children. They
appreciate the attention to the individual child:
“Each student is really respected as an individual
and their voices are heard.” Bosque parents are
knowledgeable about education: they can
articulate the reasons they chose Bosque as a
school that teaches their children to think critically
and to contribute meaningfully. Many Bosque
parents are associated with the University of New
Mexico or the panoply of scientific, medical, and
defense laboratories located in the area.

Fa culty a nd Staf f: The faculty and staff at Bosque
are equally passionate about the sense of community
and their engagement with their work. Students
remark that “Teachers love what they teach!” And
they appreciate that their teachers encourage them to
take risks and explore new avenues of growth.
Teachers at Bosque attend student events regularly,
willingly, and take on extra assignments for advising

B oard of Truste es: The Board of Trustees at
Bosque is professional, smart, good-willed, and
appropriately involved in support of the school.
The collaboration between the Board and senior
leadership is noteworthy, characterized by
integrity and shared commitment to the success
of the school. Several members of the Board are
former parents, and the Board has made a
successful effort to bring local community
members onto the Board as well. The same
“culture of kindness” that describes the wider
community applies to the Board.
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FINANCE,
FUNDRAISING, AND
FACILITIES
The financial management of the school benefits
from a strong Director of Finance and a positive
working relationship with the Board’s finance
committee. The school has a very strong balance
sheet, maintains little debt, and the interest rate
on the debt is exceedingly low and
advantageous to the school. The school uses
fiscally conservative policies and operates with a
balanced budget. The school conducts an annual
audit each year and has always received an
unqualified or “clean” opinion. Furthermore, the
outside audit firm has not proposed a material
audit entry, so the Board and Director of Finance
continue to use financial information to make
informed and accurate decisions. The school
maintains appropriate reserves, and the financial
status of the school is secure.
Fundraising has been successful over recent
years, although the goals have been modest. The
Annual Fund combined with a major gifts
program and various community events have
provided financial support for a variety of
projects.
The campus at Bosque is attractive and well
maintained. The various buildings that house
the middle and upper schools are arranged
around a lovely green quadrangle, and
students find it appealing to gather outside for
study groups and social life. A new science
building has been instrumental in supporting
academic and experiential learning in biology
and the physical sciences. Plans are in the
works for an additional gym, a center for
community engagement, and more performing
arts space. Having the “bosque” and the river
nearby is also a plus, both for academic study,
experiential learning—and even occasional
fishing!
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Bosque has earned a position of respect for itself in the
Albuquerque community, and the next leader of the school
will have the opportunity to take a strong school forward
on several important fronts. The faculty, staff,
administration, students, parents and trustees all recognize
the promise of Bosque. Areas identified as opportunities
are:
•

Articulating and promoting Bosque’s value proposition
in Albuquerque, taking an outward view of connecting
Bosque to the wider community as an effective
spokesperson for the school and building on the
successful admissions and branding work currently
underway;

•

Fundraising: the next Head of School will be expected
to reinforce and expand a culture of giving through
articulating the hopes and dreams of the school and
through personal involvement in fundraising;

•

Bringing thoughtful educational leadership to the work
of aligning and developing the inquiry-based, studentcentered curriculum, Grades 6-12, in line with the
Academic Mission statement;

•

Moving forward with substantive work in diversity,
equity, and inclusivity for the entire community.

•

Leading the school’s ongoing priority to expand
the curricular and institutional support for social
and emotional learning, particularly around
healthy relationships.

•

Doing a thoughtful analysis of the management
structures and responsibilities, and evaluating the
current distributed leadership and decisionmaking model;

•

Improving communication both on campus and in
the broader community;

•

Continuing to attract and retain a high-performing
faculty whose training and practice are in line with
the needs of the program;

•

Planning and executing on an ambitious plan of
additional facilities for the campus.
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THE NEXT HEAD OF
SCHOOL WILL LIKELY BE
SOMEONE WHO:
•

Is personable and loves interacting with and
knowing all constituencies, especially
students

•

Speaks and writes clearly and persuasively
and presents well to groups

•

Has experience with inquiry-based, studentcentered pedagogy and will deepen the
commitment to student research and
experiential education

•

Enjoys being part of a school with a strong
ethos of innovation and originality

•

Has experience with strategic planning and
goal-setting

•

Is creative and forward-thinking and can also
manage the workload of a caring,
passionate, hard-working faculty

•

Functions with keen intellect and
demonstrates a commitment to the life of
the mind

•

Demonstrates deep understanding and
experience with cultural competency

•

Can draw firm and consistent lines for
student behavior and discipline

•

Is ethical, trustworthy, courageous, and
humble

•

Is skilled at fundraising

•

Feels confident about master planning
and managing facilities projects

•

Has an appreciation for the unique
environment and culture of New Mexico

•

Has a great sense of humor and
demonstrates humility and
approachability
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APPLICATION PROCESS
D ea dline : Sep tem b er 10 , 2018
Interested candidates should send:
•

A cover letter explaining the
candidate’s interest in Bosque
School, addressed to the Search

FAST FACTS ABOUT
BOSQUE:

Committee
•

An up-to-date resume

•

A writing sample (not to exceed
two pages) that can be a personal

•

Enrollment:

490 students

publication, the text of a talk, a

•

Students of Color:

42%

letter—something that helps

•

Tuition (2018-19):

$22,000

inform us about the candidate’s

•

Financial Aid budget:

$2.9M, 49% of
Students

•

Operating budget:

$8.56M

•

Endowment:

$4.1M

•

Annual Giving (2018-19):

$280,000

•

Number of faculty:

60 (75% with

statement, an article for a school

interests or experience.
These items should be sent in a single
PDF to both: chester@rg175.com and
gbratek@rg175.com
In a separate document, please also send
the names and contact information of at
least five references.
Thank you so much!

advanced degrees)
•

Coreen Hester and Gene Bratek
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Total number of employees: 113

